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1. Introduction. Let 31 be a finite dimensional associative algebra

with an identity over the real or complex field %, and let/ be a func-

tion on 31 to 31, i.e., a function with domain and range in 31. 31 is a

normable ring, hence a metric topological space in the metric induced

by the chosen norm [4]. Consequently, the usual elementary con-

cepts of limits and continuity make sense, and the customary ele-

mentary theorems are valid.

In [2] a generalized difference quotient definition of differentiabil-

ity and derivative was given for a function / for the case of a total

matrix algebra over g. This definition, which is equally applicable to

any finite dimensional associative algebra 31 over %, is:

Definition. Let /(£) be a function with domain and range in 31 de-

fined in some neighborhood of £ = a. Then /(£) is said to be differentiate

at% = a, if, for all 5 G 31 in a sufficiently small neighborhood 91 of 0,

(I) the difference f(a+5) —f(oc) is expressible as a finite sum of the

form f(a+8) —f(cc) = 23f_i X<8/i, where X,-, m»£3I, and
(II) lims^o Si-iXtfti exists.
If I and II are fulfilled, then the limit in II is called the derivative of

/(£) at è — ct, and is denoted by fx(a).

If 31 is commutative, it is easily verified that the above definition

implies that /(£) is Fréchet-differentiable at £ = a, which in turn im-

plies that/(£) is continuous at £ = a [l]. For noncommutative 31 this

inference is not warranted.

The proofs in [2] of the uniqueness of the derivative, and of the

theorems concerning differentiability and derivative of the sum or

product of two functions, are equally valid for the more general alge-

bras 31 of the type considered here. However, the proof that the prod-

uct fg of two functions is differentiable at £ = a if /and g are, and that

(fg)'(oi) z=fI(a)g(a) +/(a)g7(a), assumed that at least one of the func-

tions/, g was continuous at £ = a, and it was conjectured that (A)

this hypothesis is essential since (B) differentiability at a point does not

imply continuity at the point.
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In this note the above double conjecture is settled for any 21 as

defined above by disproving Conjecture A, and proving Conjecture B,

together with some theorems which get at the essential reason for the

validity of B and settle a question of N. J. Fine.

2. Differentiability of the product of differentiable functions. As a

preliminary to the treatment of Conjecture A, the definition of

differentiability is recast as follows.

Lemma 2.1. A function /(£) defined in a neighborhood of £ = aG2t, is

differentiable at £ = a if and only if, for all S G 31 with sufficiently small
norm, the functional difference can be written in the form

m

fa + 8) - fa) = 5$ + £ vMi, (*, "i, « e 21)
t-i

where lim8,o * exists and

m

i-i

Proof. The sufficiency of the condition follows directly from the

definition. For the necessity, we observe that from condition I of

the definition, for ||ô|| sufficiently small, /(a + 5)— /(a) = 5]>3*-iX¿/i¿

+ [E?-i^Au» — S2Zi-i XtM<]. Since 21 has an identity, the bracketed
expression is of the form E™ i Vi&r\i. Further XX i ^»^7«= 0, and con-

dition II of the definition assures that lims_o 2<-i^»M< exists.

Conjecture A is now settled in the negative by

Theorem 2.1. LetfiÇ) and g(£) be functions differentiable at £ = aG2l.

Then £(£)=/(£) g (£) is differentiable at £ = a and £7(«) =/7(a)&(<*)

+fa)g'ia).

Proof. By the lemma

k

fa + Ô) = fa) + «$ + E »&li>
«-1

m

gia + &) = g (a) + 5* + £ OiSiTi
t-i

such that lima_o<ï'=//(a), limj_o1iïr = g7(a), and

k m

(2.1)     E "ft* — £ 0<Ti = 0 for all S G 21 in some neighborhood of 0.
i-i t-i
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Therefore,

P(a + 8) - p(a) = f(a + 8)g(a + S) - f(a)g(a)

= If (et) + 5$ + E uNi] [«(«) + 5* + ¿ Mx<]

"/(«)*(«)

= f(a)8*+f(a) E o,«*,- + 5$g(a) + 83>8*

it
+¿# e O.S7TÍ+r è "»&?.-1 s*

«-i L t-i       J

[ E *h«l g(«) + [ E ><%] [ E Mr*].+ "

Thus the difference p(a +S) —p(a) satisfies condition I of the defini-

tion of differentiability. To verify condition II, we need to establish

the existence of the limit of a "detached coefficient" of ô. Any such

coefficient will do, by virtue of the uniqueness of the derivative, when

it exists [2]. One such "detached coefficient" is,

m m r~    k "*]

/(a)* + *g(ct) + 54>¥ + f(a) E fai + ** E ».-*< +     E '«<   S*
»-1 «-1 L »_i      J

[ E **] « («) + [ E »<*] [ E ton]
*

which by equations 2.1, is

f(a)^ + $g(a) + 8$V.

The limit as 8—»0 of this expression exists, since the limits of i> and ^

exist, and that limit is f(a)gJ(a) -\-f (a)g(ct).

3. Differentiability does not imply continuity. Theorem 2.1 was

proved without invoking continuity of / or g at a as in [2]. Indeed,

the following example, communicated by N. J. Fine, shows that a

function may be differentiable at a E 31 and discontinuous at a.

Let 31 be the algebra of 2X2 matrices over the real field. For

\X21       £22/

let M{ = max<,y |*y|. Define a function /(£) by,
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m - ( *;•   *H   ,OTi„o
\X2l/M{        x22  J

/(0) = 0.

/(£) is discontinuous at $ = 0, since lim{_0/(£) does not exist. How-

ever,

/(0 + 5)-/(0) =fh) = P-15P

where

P = ( ) f or Ô * 0,
\ 0       1/M,/

P = I, the identity matrix,       for 5 = 0.

Hence / fulfills condition  I  for differentiability at £ = 0. Further

limj.o PP~1 = I. Hence /(£) is differentiable at £ = 0.

The example is, so to speak, a pointwise example, and Fine, in the

cited communication, raised the question: Is a function which is

differentiable in a neighborhood of aG2I, necessarily continuous at a?

That this is not the case, and why it is not, is shown by the following

theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let ei, •••,«„ be a basis for 21, with ei the identity of

21. With £=E?-i *<«.'. x.Gri, let /(© - £?., M*u '•', *»)«<,
/<(xi, • • • , xjGSS be defined in a neighborhood SJl of a= 23"-1 a»€<>
a» G 5- -4 necessary condition that /(£) &e differentiable at £ = a »5 <Aoi

dfi/dxi exist at !-=afor i = \, • • • ,n. In this case

<_1      OXlJ£_a

Further, if 21 t's normal simple over %, then this condition is also sufficient.

Proof, (a) Necessity. Since /(£) is differentiable at £=a,

*

/(a + 5) -fa) = SX,ÍMÍ
•-i

and limj^o 2*-i^»M< exists. Choose 5 = dei, dE%. Then

it
lim [/(a + de,) - /(«)]/<* = lim  £ X*n = /7(a)
d-»0 <I-K)    ,_i

exists. This implies that the limit of each basis component exists, i.e.,
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,.    Mai + d, a2, ■ ■ ■ , an) — fi(au a2, ■ ■ ■ , an)      ô/<
hm
d->0 d

exists. Hence

= dfn

,-1    ÖXlJ^a

(b) Sufficiency, under the added hypothesis that 31 is normal simple.

Let 5 = E"=i diti' diE%, such that (a + 5)£9l. We seek to show

first that the difference

f(a + 8)- f(a) = ¿ [Ma + 5) - Ma)]ei}
i-»l

where/i(|) means/i(xi, • • • , xn), can be written in the form E<-iA>^M»i

or expressing 5, X<, u, in terms of the basis elements, that

(3.1) f(a + 8) - /(«) =   Ê Uiti ( Ê dkek) *.

If cijk are the multiplication constants for the basis «i, • • • , en,

i.e., €j€y= E"-i caktk, then 3.1 can be written

n

(3.2) /(a + 8) — /(a) =      E     lijdkCik,c!Jrer.
t.y.Ä.r,«— 1

Equation 3.2 will be fulfilled for arbitrary ô in 91 i.e., arbitrary ¿*,

if and only if the system of linear equations over %,

n

(3.3) fr(a + 8) -fr(a) =    E   <yciit,c„>, k, r = 1, ■ ■ ■ , n

is solvable for the coefficients fy. Now /(a + 5) —/(a) can be written

in the form

f(a + 8) -f(a) = ¿ \fr(a + 5) - /,(«)]«, = ¿ ( ¿ gr*Ar,
r=l r=l \ i-1 /

where

g« = ¡fr(ai + ¿i, • • • , a, + d„ as+i, • • ■ , an)

— f(ai + di, • • • , a,-i + ¿,_i, o«, • • • , On)]¿rS        if ¿, p^ 0,

g„ = 0,       if s 9^ 1 and d, = 0,

àfr
grl   =  -> if dx  =   0.

3xi
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Hence the problem of satisfying 3.2 for arbitrary ¿* is transformed

to that of showing that the system of linear equations over g,

(3.4) 52 UjCik'C.jr = grt ir,k = I, • • • ,n),
t.i.J

is solvable for the iy. Since 21 is normal simple, the coefficient matrix

of the t%i is nonsingular [3], and 3.4 has a unique solution for the

t%]. Hence
n

/(a + b) - /(a) = £ grieto
r.Jfc

n

=      zL/     t%jCiuc8jrdktT

n

=   53 Uj*Mi

and the function/fulfills requirement I of the definition for a+ 5 in 31.

Now limito E«-i tijU^j exists if and only if the limit of its rth

component, r=l, • • • , », exists. The rth component is  >T«-i tuCu,

= 53«,»-i tiiCiikCkjT, since c,u = l if k = i, 0 otherwise, and

lim  E UjCiikCkj, = lim grl = lim gri
S-Kl    ,,/ 8-»0 ii-*0

,.    /r(fli + di, a2, • ■ • , an) — fiai, • • • , an)
= hm-—-—-—-■

¿i-»0 ¿1

= dfl

^»iJf.,,

This holds for each r = 1, • • • , », hence /(£) is difierentiable at £ = a.

Theorem 3.1 shows that for a normal simple algebra 21, e.g., a total

matrix algebra, differentiability of /(£) at £ = a, requires only that the

component functions of /(£) be differentiable with respect to the

identity component of £; they may be any functions whatever, con-

tinuous or not, of X2, ■ • • , xn, provided only that/(£) is defined in 31.

Normal simple algebras are the most general algebras satisfying

the second part of Theorem 3.1 in the following sense.

Theorem 3.2. If 21 is not normal simple, then there exists at least one

function on 21 to 21, with analytic component functions, which is not

differentiable at any element of 21.

Proof. Suppose 21 is not simple. Then 21 contains a nontrivial two-

sided ideal Ê. The identity €i of 21 does not belong to S. Since (5^0,
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3 an element e2£(5 independent of ei over g. Then 31 has a basis

«i, «2, • • • , 6« including ex and e2. The function /(£) = 3t2ei has com-

ponent functions analytic for all ££31. If /(£) were differentiable at

some a£3I, then for all 5 with ||S|| sufficiently small,

f(a + 8)- f(a) =   ¿  fy«*,.

Choose 0 = ¿2£2£S with ¿¡¡5^0 in fS» and \d2\ appropriately small.

Then for all such d2,

n

f(a + d2e2) — f(a) = ¿2ei =   E 'y«»¿2«2ey,
ij-l

whence

n

«i = E tijutitj
i.i-l

is in S, a contradiction. Hence /(£) is differentiable at no a£31.

Suppose that 31 is not normal. Then 3 an element e2£3l, inde-

pendent of ei, lying in the centrum of 31. Consider again /(£) = 3c2€i and

suppose that/(£) is differentiable at £ = a. Choosing S = d2e2, then as

above

(3.5) ei =  E 'y«te26y = (   E 'y€«ei ) «*•
i.j-l \ t.j-1 /

Since limj^o E"j-i 'y«<ey exists, 3.5 implies that ci=/7(a)e2. But

by Theorem 3.1,//(a)=3//3a;i|{_a = 0. Hence £i = 0, a contradiction.
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